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NZ Off-road

NZ OFF-ROAD

SHOWTIME
As those of you who have travelled to New Zealand know, it is motorcycling
nirvana. You never have to “pay your dues” with boring stretches to get to the
really good stuff. We’ve taken riders to New Zealand for over 14 years but now
have decided to add a new twist – off-road.

YOUR CHOICE

BMW MOA RALLY

Inspired by the fact that BMW Motorrad is hosting the 2020 International
GS Trophy in New Zealand, we
have decided to add an off-road
Adventure to our 2020 schedule.
The route will be designed for
off-road enthusiasts with a
50/50 split between gravel roads
and asphalt ensuring fun riding
along the scenic backroads of
New Zealand. We are in the
initial planning stages but if
you’d like to be kept updated on
our progress drop me an email.
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Grab the Popcorn

Showtime
Ever wondered what it would be like to be
riding through the Eucalyptus Forest in
Tasmania and have a kangaroo cross your path?
Or, have bears playing in front of you on a
roadway in Alaska or have an elephant blocking
the road in Botswana? How about taking an
exhilarating 3 - minute ride through the
infamous Kun Shan Tunnel in China, or sitting
quietly in the jungle while watching gorilla’s
play less than 20 feet away?
All of these virtual experiences can be had
on our YouTube channel where we’ve posted a collection of short videos highlighting what it’s like to participate
in one of our Adventures in Iceland, Australia/Tasmania, Africa and more.
So sit back in your arm chair and let Ayres Adventures take you on a quick trip around the world!
Alone or Together?

Your Choice
One of the things that I’m often asked is whether a
rider has to stick with the group on our tours. The
answer is a simple no – all of our tours offer the
flexibility of riding with a small group led by the tour
leader, or venturing off on your own or with a tour
buddy. If you choose to ride on your own, the tour

leader will be happy to suggest alternate routes and
optional stops for coffee, lunch, and photo opportunities.
This gives you the freedom to be independent with the
assurance of knowing support is never far away if
needed.
Meet Jason!

BMW MOA Rally
In a few days I’ll be heading to Lebanon, Tennessee for the annual BMW MOA International Rally which
begins Jun 13th, a month earlier than previous rallies. This year our Africa tour director, Jason Kilian, will join
me in the booth. Those of you who have already travelled with Jason know what a friendly and engaging guy
he is. For those of you considering one of our Africa tours, this is your chance to meet your tour leader and get
the inside scoop on the exciting adventures Africa has to offer. We will be giving two presentations about our
tours: Jun 13th 2 pm and Jun 14th 10:30 am. Hope to see you there.
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